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SUMMARY 
The evolution of surface topography produced by the rise of a buoyant droplet (or diapir) 
towards the free surface of a very viscous fluid in laboratory experiments is monitored using 
holographic interferometry. Such experiments enable us to investigate implications for surface 
topography of one possible unsteady model for intraplate hotspots: the arrival of mantle 
thermals or diapirs near the base of the Earth's lithosphere. Our model is possibly of most 
direct relevance to the interaction with the Earth's surface and lithosphere of large spherical 
caps that are expected to rise at the head of new mantle plumes. To previous experimental 
results for the axial height of topography (Olson & Nam) we add further information on the 
height, shape and width of the surface swell, and on the evolution of the diapir itself. When 
the ambient fluid has uniform density and viscosity (no lithosphere), surface topography is 
determined by the diameter, density anomaly and depth of the droplet. As the diapir 
approaches the surface a broad axisymmetric surface swell appears, and initially increases in 
height while decreasing in width. When the leading edge of the diapir is 0.2 diapir diameters 
below the surface, the height passes through a maximum and the width through a minimum. 
The swell then proceeds to subside and increase in width as the diapir spreads beneath the 
surface. In separate experiments the lithosphere is modelled by a discrete surface layer of 
more viscous fluid whose thickness and viscosity contrast with the mantle are treated as 
independent parameters. Effects of lithosphere buoyancy relative to the mantle, a property 
which may influence continental hotspot swells, are also studied. Within the parameter range 
used, the maximum swell height is independent of the lithosphere viscosity contrast but 
decreases with increasing lithosphere thickness and with decreasing lithosphere density. 
Surface uplift produced by the rise of two consecutive diapirs is shown to be more complex. 
Comparison of results with the characteristics of hotspot swells is attempted and should assist 
in determining the nature of hotspot plumes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Broad swells associated with oceanic hotspots and hotspot 
tracks have been attributed to local thinning of the 
lithosphere by intrusion of buoyant material from hot 
mantle plumes (Morgan 1971, 1972; Skilbeck & Whitehead 
1978; Whitehead & Luther 1975; Whitehead 1982; Bowen, 
Thompson & Schilling 1984; Courtney & White 1986). In 
the most general scenario an upwelling plume stemming 
from a source in the deep mantle may, near the top of the 
mantle, consist of a continuous flow (either steady or 
fluctuating) or the ascent of discrete diapirs of buoyant 
material. An extreme case will occur after initiation of a 
new plume. The leading edge of the starting plume is likely 
to take the form of a large spherical thermal, or diapir, 
followed by a relatively narrow feeder conduit (e.g. Olson & 
Singer 1985). While the volume flux of hot material in the 
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feeder remains significant it will slowly increase the total 
buoyancy in the rising bulbous head. The feeder flux will 
also contribute, along with entrainment of surrounding 
mantle material (Griffiths 1986a, b) to the volume of the 
thermal. However, the subsequent interaction of the head 
with the surface will closely approximate the approach of a 
fixed and initially spherical volume of hot, low-viscosity 
fluid. Beyond this initial starting plume interaction, and 
even for a steady plume, the apparent motion of lithospheric 
plates relative to most hotspots implies that the interaction 
of plumes with the surface and lithosphere must remain 
essentially unsteady. 

While a number of earlier investigations of the 
relationship between surface topography and mantle flow 
have considered steady convection models (Parsons & Daly 
1983; Courtney & White 1986), a first step towards 
understanding the unsteady mantle flow responsible for 
hotspot phenomena will be a complete investigation of the 
idealized problem involving a diapir, carrying a fixed 
amount of heat and buoyancy, impinging on the upper 
boundary of the mantle. We need to consider the close 
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approach of a diapir to the surface, effects of redistribution 
of the diapir density anomaly in response to the presence of 
the surface, and effects of a rheological boundary layer near 
the surface. On sufficiently long time-scales, conduction of 
heat and a continuing buoyancy flux from deep in the 
mantle may also contribute to the redistribution of buoyancy 
and viscosity. However, these latter complications for large 
time-scales are beyond the scope of this paper. 

The flow and surface deformation caused by slow vertical 
motion of a non-deforming sphere placed a large distance 
(at least several sphere radii) from the surface of an 
otherwise uniform fluid can readily be calculated (Morgan 
1965). However, the case of a deformable diapir in close 
approach to a surface is much more complex. Olson & Nam 
(1986) reported experiments in which the vertical displace- 
ment of the free surface of a viscous syrup was monitored 
during the ascent of a blob of compositionally less dense and 
much less viscous liquid. In most runs the syrup was cooled 
at its surface, producing a cool, more viscous boundary layer 
which served as a model of the Earth’s lithosphere. Longer 
periods of cooling gave thicker lithospheres, which also had 
greater viscosity contrasts. Only small viscosity contrasts 
(less than a factor of 3) were obtained, and the thickness of 
the boundary layer could not be adjusted independently of 
the viscosity contrast. However, as an initially spherical 
diapir approached the free surface or rheological boundary 
layer it pushed up the free surface. When the diapir reached 
the base of the boundary layer or came within a very small 
distance from the surface, the swell height, measured on the 
axis, increased rapidly and the diapir began to spread 
horizontally. The swell height passed through a maximum 
and proceeded to decrease as the buoyant intrusion 
continued to spread into a thin horizontal layer beneath the 
surface or near the base of the ‘lithosphere’. 

Application of the quantitative laboratory results of Olson 
& Nam (1986) to the leading edge of prominent hotspot 
swells such as Hawaii and Bermuda, under the assumption 
that the leading edge of each swell is generated by a single 
diapir, implies that the single diapir should have a diameter 
(before interaction with the lithosphere) greater than 
400 km. This value is a little less than the estimated swell 
width of 600-700 km obtained by fitting a Gaussian profile. 
The large diapir diameter suggests that the parameter 
regime of greatest relevance may be that in which 
undisturbed lithosphere thicknesses (of order 100 km) are 
less than diapir dimensions. Of course it has to be 
remembered that the existing swells may have been 
produced by a chain of many smaller diapirs or even a 
continuous, steady plume, and that we are discussing only 
an idealized model. On the other hand, the total volume of 
plume material contributing to formation of the leading 
edge of a swell must be similar to that estimated here for a 
single diapir, and mafiy results from the simplest model will 
carry over to the general case. Olson & Nam also showed 
that the observed swell heights (along with assumption of 
regional isostatic support) imply diapir density anomalies 
close to 1 per cent and maximum uplift rates close to 
200mMyr-’. This uplift rate would raise the leading edge 
of the Hawaiian swell to its observed height of 1500m in 
about 7 Myr, an uplift time-scale equal to that inferred from 
the plate velocity and the height distribution ahead of the 
leading edge (Crough 1978, 1983). 

The results presented here are from experiments similar 
in concept to those of Olson & Nam (1986), again with 
attention focused mainly upon the characteristics and 
evolution of the surface topography generated by a buoyant 
droplet rising under a balance between buoyancy and 
viscous stresses. However, here the surface topography is 
imaged using holographic reflection interferometry, a 
technique which is precise to a fraction of the wavelength of 
light and which also yields the three-dimensional shape of 
the swell. Extensive results are given for the case of a 
uniform ‘mantle’ with no lithosphere. Effects of the 
deformation and horizontal spreading of initially spherical 
diapirs are revealed and we confirm more rigorously than 
the previous work, predictions of straightforward dimen- 
sional analysis. The relationships of diapir depth and width 
to swell width and height, and the variation of these 
quantities with time, we prefer to present in dimensionless 
form. In additional experiments we model the lithosphere 
by a discrete more viscous surface layer in order to 
investigate independently the effects of lithosphere thick- 
ness, density difference and viscosity contrast, with the 
underlying mantle. 

2 THEORETICAL APPROACHES 

The interaction of a rising diapir with a very ‘stiff 
lithosphere can be modelled by the simplified problem 
sketched in Fig. 1. Given the large horizontal scales (of 
order 1OOOkm) of observed hotspot swells, effects of an 
elastic component of the lithosphere behaviour on the broad 
aspects of the swell can be neglected (Crough 1978) and 
only viscous flow considered. We also neglect any effects of 
conduction of heat from the diapir to surrounding material. 
Conduction is likely to be insignificant, at least over the 
time-scale of the initial, most active stage of the interaction. 
During the later subsidence stage, conduction (along with 
magma migration) is likely to cause a significant 
redistribution of heat in the vertical direction and some heat 
loss through the surface. However, it is not certain whether 
surface heat loss, if added to the model in Fig. 1, will give 
rise to the major part of the subsidence or whether viscous 
flow remains the dominant process. We are therefore 
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Figure 1. Definition sketch of the theoretical and laboratory model. 
Symbols are discussed in the text. 
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where p ( r )  and v,(r) are the pressure and vertical velocity 
at the (horizontal) surface, and V is the Laplacian in the 
horizontal plane. The pressure, viscous stress and surface 
tension terms on the right hand side of (4)  together 
represent the total vertical stress on the free surface and are 
balanced by the gravitational force opposing displacement of 
the surface. When the surface tension is small, the stress is 
proportional to the diapir velocity which, in turn, is 
proportional to the mass deficit in the diapir (Morgan 1965). 
Thus the stress and the surface displacement are directly 
proportional to the density anomaly Aplp , .  Relation (3) 
(still for the case L = 0 and T/p,gDg << 1 )  then reduces to 

HmaxIDo = C,ApIpm6(T/pmgDX), (5) 
where C,  is a constant and 6(0) = 1. 

The rate of uplift, dH/dt ,  is also of interest. This must 
scale with the velocity Uo of the diapir, and the 
dimensionless rate of uplift (dH/dt ) /Uo is a function of the 
parameters shown in (2). The maximum uplift velocity in 
the case of no lithosphere is given by an expression similar 
to (5): 

U ~ l ( d H l d t ) m m  = C&IP'J'(T/P,~D~). (6)  
In the experiments reported here we investigate the form 

of the functional relations (2 ) ,  (3), (5) and (6)  and evaluate 
the constants C ,  and C,. It also will be instructive to 
compare the observed behaviour of swells in the uplift phase 
to that predicted by an approximate solution for the 
topography produced by a non-deformable spherical diapir 
while it is far from the surface, and in the absence of surface 
tension. This solution for the surface uplift h, valid to third 
order in the parameter Do/q (where 9 is the depth of the 
centre of the sphere), can be obtained by extending 
Morgan's (1965) solution, found using the method of 
images: 

interested in determining the evolution of a swell due to 
viscous flow alone. Heat conduction can also cause diapirs 
to enlarge by incorporating material from their surroundings 
as they rise (Griffiths 1986a, b), but this effect too is 
negligible when considering the diapir's motion through only 
the last few diameters before reaching the surface or 
lithosphere. Our laboratory model is therefore isothermal. 

All variables are defined on Fig. 1: D denotes the 
horizontal diameter of the diapir (assuming axisymmetry in 
horizontal planes), h the distance from the free surface to 
the centre of the diapir, d the depth of its leading edge, U 
the vertical velocity of the leading edge, L the lithosphere 
thickness and h(r)  the topographic height. Material 
properties are the density p and the viscosity v, with 
subscripts D, m and L denoting diapir (or droplet), mantle 
and lithosphere, respectively. Fluids are miscible and it is 
assumed that there is no interfacial surface tension between 
diapir and surrounding fluids. The viscosity inside the diapir 
is assumed much smaller than the mantle viscosity and 
therefore does not enter the problem. While the diapir is 
many diameters from the surface it is assumed to be a 
sphere with diameter Do and volume V,. Stokes' law gives 
the corresponding initial velocity Uo as 

UO = ~ A P V O I ~ ~ P ~ V ~ D O ,  (1) 
where Ap = pm - p,,. 

Much of the behaviour of the flow is elucidated by a 
dimensional analysis which is discussed by Olson & Nam 
(1968) but presented here in a modified form relevant to our 
model. When there is no lithosphere ( L  = 0) and no surface 
tension, the flow is characterized by two independent length 
scales: Do and d.  Because surface tension ( T )  is generally 
significant in laboratory experiments with liquid-air 
interfaces a third independent length scale (T/p,g)'n, that 
at which buoyancy forces ( -pg )  are equal to forces 
generated by surface tension ( - T ) ,  is introduced. Later we 
will deduce the behaviour in the limit T =O.  The axial 
height H of the surface topography in the general case with 
a lithosphere can then be expressed as 

HIDO= +(APlPm, TlPmgDg, LIDO, V J V m ,  G P I P m ,  dlDo), 

(2)  
where 6 p  = pm - p L  is the density difference between diapir 
and lithosphere. The width of the swell can be expressed in 
terms of the same parameters (2) and need not be discussed 
explicitly. 

The last parameter in (2) involves the depth of the diapir 
and is time-dependent. Therefore the maximum uplift H,, 
becomes 

HmaXlDo = @(AP/p, ,  Tlp,gD$ LIDO, VLIV,,  6PlPm). 

(3) 
For the case of no lithosphere the last three parameters in 
(3) disappear, leaving Hmax/D0 as a function of the 
mantle-diapir density anomaly and the surface tension. 

Further simplification of (3) cannot be achieved through 
dimensional analysis. For this we turn to the force balance 
which must hold at the free surface: assuming topography of 
only small amplitude the surface displacement must satisfy 

p,gh = p  - 2p,v, dv,/dz + TV2h, (4)  

In (7) r is the radial distance from the vertical axis of 
symmetry, and r] is related to the more readily measured 
depth d (see Fig. 1) by r]/Do = d / D o  + 112. The axial uplift 
height H = h(r = 0) given by (7) is 

-=- - (T)z ( l -&)2) ,  H 1 A p  Do 1 Do 
DO 4 ~ m  
where we note consistency with the form (5). Close 
approach to the surface, deformation of the sphere, and 
effects of an anomalous surface layer have not been treated 
analytically. 

3 APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT 
TECHNIQUE 

One of the major problems encountered in laboratory 
modelling of geophysical phenomena is that of obtaining a 
range of density differences and viscosity contrasts while 
using miscible fluids and maintaining a choice of viscosity 
independent of density. In the present experiments we use 
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inexpensive polybutene oils (referred to as ‘Hyvis 3’ and 
‘Hyvis 30’), sunflower oil and ‘Ondina’ medicinal oil (Fig. 
2). These oils are transparent, miscible and any density- 
viscosity combination lying within the triangular region in 
Fig. 2 can be obtained by mixing two or three of the oils. 

A mixture of ‘Hyvis 30’ and sunflower oil (60 and 40 per 
cent by weight, respectively-mixture ‘m’ in Fig. 2) was 
chosen to serve as the viscous environment (the model 
mantle) into which droplets of less dense and relatively low 
viscosity oil were injected. Droplets were formed of 
medicinal oil or various mixtures of medicinal and sunflower 
oil (Dl-D4 in Fig. 2). For surface layers more viscous than 
the model mantle we used ‘Hyvis 30’, ‘Hyvis 3’ or mixtures 
of ‘Hyvis 30’ and sunflower oil (Ll-LA in Fig. 2). The 
surface layer had always to be less dense than the underlying 
‘mantle’ in order that it could be floated on to the surface 
before an experiment and that the two-layer system remain 
stable throughout the run. The density of each fluid or 
mixture was measured to an accuracy of 10-4gcm-3 in a 
digital densimeter. The viscosity appropriate for the 
temperature measured during each experiment was deter- 
mined to an accuracy of 1 per cent in tube viscometers. 

Experiments were carried out in a cubic Perspex box 
having 30 cm sides and an open top. The box was filled to a 
depth of 17-2Ocm with the ‘mantle’ fluid. When a more 
viscous surface layer was wanted this was carefully poured 
on to the surface, with an attempt to spread the added fluid 
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Flgare 2. Kinematic viscosities and densities of oils used in 
experiments: ‘H3’ and ‘HW are transparent polybutene oils, ‘SF is 
sunflower oil, ‘On’ is a transparent medicinal oil. Mixing lines are 
shown. ‘m’ represents the mixture used to model the mantle in all 
runs. Compositions of the various surface layers (Ll-L4) and 
various droplets (Dl-D4) used are shown. 

over as much of the surface as possible. The tank was then 
left alone for several hours, often overnight, in order to 
allow the new surface layer to flow horizontally. The most 
viscous surface layer fluid was heated before pouring and 
then allowed to cool on the surface. The final surface layer 
thickness could be calculated from the measured volume 
poured on to the surface, and checked for consistency with a 
direct measurement at the wall of the box. Thermal 
insulation around the sides of the box was desirable in order 
to reduce effects of very slow convection generated by small 
variations in air temperature. An interesting observation 
was that, over long periods in the absence of insulation, 
such currents could sweep the surface layer to one side of 
the box. Buoyant droplets with volumes between 0.05 and 
0.2 cm3 were introduced to the box from a 1 cm3 syringe 
through a 2 mm diameter tube in the centre of the base. The 
inlet tube projected several centimetres above the bottom, 
leaving approximately 15 cm to be traversed by the droplet. 

Deviations of the free surface from its rest state, as small 
as a fraction of the wavelength of light A, were detected by 
means of holographic interferometry. Holography was used 
as a means for recording and reconstructing wavefronts of 
light. Thus it was possible to compare existing wavefronts 
travelling through the hologram with previously recorded 
wavefronts. A schematic of the optical arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 3. The linearly polarized output from a 10 mW 
He-Ne laser was split into an object beam and a reference 
beam. Each beam was expanded to form a parallel beam. 
The object beam was then directed nearly perpendicularly 
on to the free surface of the oil near the centre of the box. 
A fraction (-2-4 per cent) of the incident light was 
reflected from the oil surface and subsequently directed on 
to a holographic plate, where it interfered with the reference 
beam. The interference pattern was recorded on the 
holographic plate. When this recording is illuminated with 
the original reference beam (which is not influenced by 
changes in the object), part of the reference beam is 
diffracted by the interference pattern in such a manner as to 
produce light waves identical with the original object light. 
It is this diffracted light which can interfere with the object 
beam at any later time. 

A lens in the path of the object light, between the free 
surface and the hologram, was used to produce a real image 
of the free surface in the plane of a screen or film (the film 
being in a camera with no lens). In this plane the 
interference fringe pattern produced by the overlapping of 
the holographically reconstructed image with the existing 
image can be interpreted as a contour plot of the free 
surface, so long as the interferometer is properly aligned to 
give an infinite fringe width (no fringes visible) in the rest 
state. When the surface was disturbed in any way, say by a 
rising droplet, or if insufficient time had been allowed for 
the surface to relax to planarity after filling, complex fringe 
patterns were seen. A perfect infinite fringe width was 
difficult to obtain as the presence of minute air bubbles, dust 
particles and very slow convection caused small irregularities 
on the surface. Although these deviations were small 
compared with effects of the rising droplets, a precise 
surface shape was recorded holographically immediately 
before each experiment was started. Subsequent changes of 
the surface topography as a droplet rose were then observed 
in the image plane, in real time, by superposing the actual 
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Figure 3. The optical arrangement employed to record holographic interferograms of the free surface of the liquid. 1/2, half wave retardation 
plates; B.S., beam splitter; M, mirrors; L, lenses; P, prisms; S, shutter; G, G clamps. 

object beam and the reconstructed object beam. Thus initial 
interferograms showed a pattern close to infinitely broad 
fringes, and fringes on later interferograms represent 
contours of the topographic height produced by the diapir. 
The whole of the apparatus (excepting the cameras) was of 
necessity placed on a massive, vibration-proof bench which 
minimized effects of disturbances transmitted from the floor 
and surrounding air. Despite the relatively small intensity of 
the reflected object beam, exposure times of 1/60 and 
1/125's were sufficient to record the initial hologram (on 
holographic plates) and subsequent interferograms (on 
film), respectively. These exposures were sufficiently short 
to freeze fringe motions due to uplift of the surface and 
small vibrations from external sources. Several time-lapse 
cine films were made and confirm that effects of external 
vibrations are not significant, generally causing fringe 
positions to fluctuate by less than one-quarter of the fringe 
separation. 

The area of the free surface illuminated by the object 
laser beam was about 3cm across and the interference 
image on film was magnified by only 2 per cent over the 
reflected object beam. Because the observed topography 
was always very close to axisymmetric and the position of 
the droplets when they reached the surface was highly 
reproducible, we placed the centre of the droplet toward 

one edge of the illuminated area, thereby increasing the 
radial distance observed. The size of the illuminated area on 
the free surface placed an upper limit on the diameter of 
droplets useful in these experiments. For the zero fringe of 
the undisturbed surface far from the centre of the droplet to  
remain visible in the interferograms, droplet volumes could 
not be greater than 0.2cm3. Another limitation is given by 
the resolution of the photographic film. We found 200 
fringes to be a practical upper limit. Hence, a droplet having 
the maximum volume 0.2cm3 (in experiments with no 
'lithosphere') could have a density anomaly no greater than 
2 per cent. Density anomalies up to 7 per cent were used for 
smaller droplets. 

Synchronous triggering of two cameras enabled us to 
record the interference pattern produced by the surface and 
a horizontal side view of the droplet at a succession of times 
during the interaction of the droplet with the surface. 
Sample interferograms and side views for a case with no 
'lithospheric' layer are shown in Fig. 4. A digital clock, too, 
was recorded by the side-view camera, thus giving the times 
for both side views and interference patterns. The side views 
were taken against a back-lighted diffusing screen (or 
occasionally with a shadowgraph screen on the front of the 
box) and gave information on the distance from the surface, 
velocity, diameter and shape of the droplet. 





4 ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Side-view photographs were analysed by projecting them at 
three to four times their actual size on to a screen and 
measuring the distances of interest. Actual dimensions 
found in this way are precise to f0.2mm. The velocity of 
the leading edge was readily derived from the displacement 
measurements. This was found to decrease by up to 5 per 
cent during passage through the depth of the box 
(approximately 30 diameters). Small amounts of ‘mantle’ 
material were also drawn into the centre of the droplet. 
Both these observations are consistent with predictions of 
the effects of molecular diffusion (Griffiths 1986a) once the 
Peclet number for the droplets is taken into account. The 
far-field velocity V, was therefore taken as that measured 
between five and 10 diameters from the surface. In order to 
take into account effects of entrainment on the mean density 
within the droplet the density anomaly was calculated using 
a rearrangement of (1) and the measured diameter and 
velocity: 

Aplp = 12v,Uo/gD~. (9) 
Density anomalies so obtained were between 0 and 10 per 
cent smaller than the fractional density differences between 
the separate fluids. 

Fringes in the interferograms are topographic contours a 
vertical distance A/2 apart, where A =0.633 pm is the 
wavelength of the laser light. Hence the axial height h of the 
surface swell at any position is given by 

h = nA/2, (10) 
where n is the fringe number. When computing the absolute 
surface displacement there is a one-half fringe uncertainty in 
the fringe count. In many cases we add an uncertainty of 
one fringe due to the slow approach to infinite fringe width 
far from the axis. 

5 RESULTS FOR NO ANOMALOUS 
SURFACE LAYER 

We first establish the characteristics of surface swells in the 
absence of any density or viscosity variations in the 
environment. Olson & Nam (1986) report three measure- 
ments of the axial height for this simplest, most important 
case. A description of the effects of a lithospheric boundary 
layer is left to Section 6. 

The interferograms show that the surface displacement 
produced by rising droplets is always axisymmetric to within 
measurement uncertainties (e.g. Fig. 4). Profiles of surface 
displacement and surface slope determined from interfero- 
grams (Fig. 5 )  reveal a very broad and low swell which at 
early times becomes more narrow as its axial height 
increases. At radii greater than that of the droplet the 
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Figure 5. Radial profiles from the axis of symmetry at r = 0 of (a) 
topographic height h and (b) its first derivative dh/dr at various 
times as shown during one experiment with no ‘lithosphere’. The 
arrow on the radius axis indicates the radius of the droplet before 
interaction with the surface. Each data point for h represents a dark 
fringe. Because the slope is found by taking differences, it is 
smoothed over groups of three dark fringes. 

surface first moves upward but then subsides while the 
central region of the swell is still rising. After a period of 
rapid uplift the axial height reaches a maximum and the 

Figure 4. Interferograms and side-view photographs for an experiment with no surface layer. Conditions are: A p / p ,  = O.OO80, V, = 0.12 cm3, 
V, = 0.069 mrn s-’. In terms of the dimensionless time Do/& (see Section 5 ) ,  photographs were taken at times (a) -0.43, (b) 1.18, and (c) 3.17 
relative to the time at which the droplet would have reached the free surface if moving at a constant speed. Corresponding depths from the 
undisturbed surface to the top of the droplet are d/D,= 0.72, 0.08 and 0, respectively. The superimposed black line on the side view shows the 
position of the free surface above the droplet. The droplet’s reflection in the free surface can be seen in (b) and (c). The slightly asymmetric 
shape of fringes is a result of an initial finite fringe width, with one to two fringes aligned nearly vertical in initial interferograms. Note the 
decrease in swell width from (a) to (b) and the later increase in width from (b) to (c). 
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swell width (as seen most readily by changes in the radius of 
maximum surface slope) reaches a minimum. At later times 
the swell then proceeds to collapse downward and outward, 
producing a broad plateau surrounded by a relatively steep 
slope. Our laboratory conditions gave swell heights of order 
10-3-10-2 times the droplet diameter. 

Equation (4) states that in the absence of surface tension 
the droplet diameter Do is the only length scale in the 
problem. Hence, we begin by testing the dependence of 
swell height (or the total number of fringes N) on this 
diameter (Fig. 6). Although it was not possible to use a 
broad range of diameters, the results indicate that the 
maximum height attained by the swell does scale with Do in 
a first approximation. However, the height is not simply 
proportional to Do but clearly increases more rapidly than 
this diameter. Another length scale therefore must be 
involved [we suggest this is also the case in the three similar 
experiments of Olson & Nam (1986), where H,, is 
reported to behave as Din]. Surface tension provides a 
second length scale: the surface tension between air and oil 
is close to 3~ 10-’Nm-’ which, for the present 
experiments, gives the length ( T / p g ) l n  - 1.8 mm. This 
length is one-quarter of the diameter Do. The quantitative 
effects of surface tension on swell amplitude will later be 
shown to be small but significant. Next we test the 
prediction (4) that the maximum height H is directly 
proportional to the density anomaly between droplet and 
environment. Our data (Fig. 7) confirm this prediction, 
although the non-dimensionalization of axial height leaves 
some additional variation for differing droplet diameters 
consistent with effects of surface tension. 

The evolution of swell height and its relation to the depth 
of the droplet are most conveniently respresented by 
plotting the dimensionless axM height and depth d/ Do 
against time (Fig. 8). The time is non-dimensionalized using 
the time scale D,lU, for passage of the droplet through one 
diameter and is set to zero at the time the leading edge of 
each droplet would have reached the free surface if it had 
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Figure 6. The total number of dark fringes (or swell height) as a 
function of droplet diameter for experiments with no lithosphere 
and for three values of the density anomaly: +, A p / p ,  = 0.0701; 
A ,  A p / p ,  = 0.0253; W, A p / p ,  = 0.0117. Straight lines are shown 
for comparison. Height increases more rapidly than the diameter 
due to effects of surface tension. Data cover a range too small to 
determine a power law. 
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Figure 7. The axial height of surface topography, normalized by 
droplet diameter, as a function of the density anomaly. The vertical 
scatter can be attributed to effects of surface tnesion. The straight 
line has slope of one. Symbols refer to nominal diapir volume. 

continued to travel at constant speed U,. Swells usually are 
first detected (H > 0.3 pm) when the droplet is about 10 
diameters from the surface, but begin to uplift rapidly only 
when the top edge of the droplet comes to within one 
diameter of the surface. At d < Do the droplets’ speed begins 
to be measurably smaller than U,. The rate of uplift is 
greatest at dimensionless times -0.5 to 0, when d/D, = 0.7 
to 0.4. The swell reaches a maximum height at time 
1.0f0.3,  when d/D0=0.15f0.05. The depth to the 
centroid of the buoyant fluid is always less than double the 
depth to the top of the diapir. Comparison with the surface 
uplift (8) predicted for a non-deformable sphere indicates 
that deformation of the droplets has a significant effect on 
the swell once the droplet is closer than OSD, to the 
surface. Deformation then leads to a smaller rate of uplift 
than would be given by a sphere which did not flatten into a 
pancake. It is shown below that the differences in 
dimensionless maximum axial height seen in Fig. 8 can be 
attributed to effects of surface tension. 

Subsidence of the swell soon after the maximum height is 
reached is quite rapid: the rate of decrease of axial swell 
height between times 1.0 and 3.0 (immediately after the 
maximum uplift is attained) is close to 30 per cent of the 
maximum rate of uplift. Subsidence of the free surface 
corresponds to a slow spreading of the droplet (see Fig. 11) 
as an ever-thinning pancake a very small distance 
(d < 0.1 Do) beneath the surface. Further evolution of the 
flow generally was interrupted by a dramatic instability in 
which the thin layer of ‘mantle’ liquid remaining above the 
droplet suddenly broke away and the low-viscosity liquid 
from the droplet erupted on to the surface. In some cases an 
axial depression of the surface developed (over a period of 
order 10s) immediately before the eruption, creating a 
circular ridge structure not unlike that of a caldera. In one 
case, a clear two-lobe structure was recorded on an 
interferogram taken during the course of the breakdown 
(which occupied less than 1 s), with a sheet plume separating 
two upwelling regions. While the cause of this behaviour has 
not been established conclusively, we consider it most likely 
to be a gravitational instability of the Rayleigh-Taylor kind. 
After eruption, the low-viscosity liquid quickly spreads 
radially over the surface. It first fills the existing depression 
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Figure 8. Evolution of the axial swell height (solid curves) and the depth of the leading edge of the droplet (dotted curves) with time, in 
dimensionless form, for runs with no lithosphere. The broken curve is that given by (8). Diamond symbols represent eruption instabilities. The 
small surface swell at very early times is not included here. 

in the surface inside the circular ridge and, as the 
surrounding ridge of very viscous fluid subsides, spreads 
more widely. Most surface topography eventually 
disappears. 

In order to determine the maximum swell height that 
would be attained in the absence of surface tension we plot 
the dimensionless maximum axial heights Hmax seen in Fig. 
8 against the ratio of gravity and surface tension forces (Fig. 
9). The result is consistent with (4) and our data (which are 
all for T/pgDg<< 1) are well described by a linear relation. 
The results of Olson & Nam (1986) are also shown: they 
used larger drops, making surface tension less significant, 
but their results are consistent with ours. The collapse of the 
data when plotted against the surface tension parameter is 

fully satisfactory and confirms that surface tension is 
responsible for the observed deviation from a linear relation 
of Hmax(Do) in Fig. 6 [the same phenomenon is able to lead 
to the D:' behaviour found by Olson & Nam (1986)l. 
Extrapolation of the straight line fit on Fig. 9 to zero surface 
tension gives the value of the constant in (4): C 2 =  
0.27 f 0.01. 

The rate of uplift during the formation of the swell also 
can be taken from the data on Fig. 8 and plotted as a 
function of the surface tension parameter (Fig. 10). Both the 
rate of uplift when the leading edge of the droplet is one 
diameter from the surface (d = Do) and the maximum rate 
of uplift (which occurs when d = 0.5 Do) collapse to show 
dimensionless rates of uplift which are greater for larger 
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Figure 9. The maximum swell heights, in dimensionless form, as a 
function of the surface tension parameter. For experiments with no 
'lithosphere': +, A p / p ,  = 0.071; A ,  A p l p ,  = 0.0253; M, A p l p ,  = 
0.0117 (T = 3 x lo-' N m-' between oil and air). Crosses show data 
from Olson & Nam (1986), assuming a surface tension of 
7 x lo-' N m-' between syrup and air. The straight line of best fit 
to our data is shown. 
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Figure 10. The rate of surface uplift, in dimensionless form, as a 
function of the surface tension parameter for experiments with no 
lithosphere. Filled points are the maximum rate of uplift, open 
points are the rate of uplift evaluated when the droplet is one 
diameter from the surface. Straight lines of best fit are shown. 
Crosses are maximum height and maximum uplift rate from Olson 
& Nam (1986). Symbol shapes are for the density anomalies given 
in the caption to Fig. 9. 
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2.0 

droplets (smaller surface tension parameter). A linear 
extrapolation to T = 0 of the maximum rate of uplift gives 
the value of the constant in (5): C,  = 0.16 f 0.02. This value 
is, inexplicably, 50 per cent greater than that found by 
Olson & Nam (1986). 

A great deal of information on the width and shape of the 
surface topography is contained in the profiles of surface 
height and its derivatives (see examples in Fig. 5). Two 
useful quantities are the dimensionless diameter WID, at 
which the height h is 1/3 of the axial height H ,  and the 
diameter at which the slope dh/dr is a maximum (Fig. l la) .  
These widths can be compared with the horizontal diameter 
of the droplet, which increases as it approaches the surface 
(Fig. l lb).  Both measures of the swell width decrease from 
very large values approximately linearly in time while the 
droplet is far from the surface, reach a minimum near the 
time of maximum uplift, and then slowly increase again as 
the buoyant fluid spreads beneath the surface. A prediction 
from (7) of the width at which h = H / 3  agrees well with the 
data up to the time at which the droplet is approximately a 

( b )  
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F p r e  11. The evolution of (a) the width of the surface topography 
and (b) the width of the diapir with time for a number of 
experiments with no lithosphere. Two measurements of swell width 
are shown: the diameter at which h = H/3 (solid lines) and the 
diameter at which the surface slope is a maximum (dotted lines). 
The heavy broken curve in (a) is the width at h = HI3 as predicted 
from (7). 

half to one diameter from the surface. Thereafter the 
spreading of the droplet causes the width to be greater than 
predicted by the analysis for a non-deforming sphere. The 
minimum swell width Wmin is 1.4 Do. At later times W is 
approximately equal to the time-dependent diameter D of 
the buoyant pancake. The pancake diameter can be 
measured until the eruption instability, when D = 2 Do. 

6 EFFECTS OF A SURFACE LAYER 

Four different compositions were chosen for the thin surface 
layer, giving lithosphere viscosities 2.3, 2 .6 ,  8.1 and 40 times 
greater than the viscosity of the model mantle fluid (Table 
1). Two nominal layer thicknesses ( 2  and 4mm) were used 
for each composition and two or three nominal droplet 
volumes (0.05, 0.1 and 0.2cm3) were used for each 
thickness. The density contrast between lithosphere and 
underlying fluid is expressed as a ratio of density anomalies: 

A = (Pm - P L ) / ( P ~  - PD) = ~ P / A P *  (11) 
A value A = 0 implies that the droplet experiences no change 
in buoyancy as it passes from mantle to lithosphere, while 
I. = 1 implies that the droplet is neutrally buoyant in the 
lithosphere (pL = p,,) and cannot rise through the interface. 
The case A = 0 is of greatest interest for oceanic lithosphere. 
Larger values of A might be appropriate in the case of 
continental lithosphere. 

The temporal evolution of surface swells formed in the 
presence of a lithosphere depends on the lithosphere density 
and thickness, and to a lesser extent on the viscosity 

Table 1. Parameters for the experiments whose results are reported 
in this paper. Four experiments are omitted because data were not 
complete or because they duplicated runs shown. V,, Do, A p  and A 
are corrected for a small amount of entrainment of surrounding 
fluid during passage of the droplet from the inlet tube to the 
surface. Symbols are defined in the text. Dashes show cases with no 
surface layer. 

Exp. 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

V J V m  - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 
40 
40 
40 
40 

A 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
0.092 
0.0% 
0.098 
0.092 

0.24 
0.23 
0.22 
0.22 

0.44 
0.69 
0.69 
0.70 
0.70 
0.69 
0.42 
0.43 
0.42 
0.43 

VO 

0.078 
0.048 
0.054 
0.119 
0.119 
0.054 
0.195 
0.13 
0.074 
0.069 
0.120 

0.13 
0.087 
0.125 
0.21 

0.074 
0.074 
0.13 
0.065 
0.131 
0.108 
0.105 
0.065 
0.108 
0.062 

@m3) LIDO DolL 
0 -  
0 -  
0 -  
0 -  
0 -  
0 -  
0 -  

0.32 3.2 
0.38 2.6 
0.77 1.3 
0.72 1.4 

0.32 3.2 
0.76 1.3 
0.68 1.5 
0.57 1.8 

0.46 2.2 
0.46 2.2 
0.38 2.6 
1.0 1.0 
0.79 1.3 
0.85 1.2 
0.42 2.4 
0.50 2.0 
0.71 1.4 
0.86 1.2 

APlPm 
0.070 
0.024 
0.024 
0.0080 
0.0078 
0.0092 

0.025 
0.024 
0.024 
0.025 

0.032 
0.0244 
0.0251 
0.0253 

0.058 
0.035 
0.036 
0.036 
0.0364 
0.0368 
0.0223 
0.0216 
0.0242 
0.0207 

TIpmgDi 
0.12 
0.17 
0.16 
0.091 
0.091 
0.15 
0.065 
0.085 
0.125 
0.130 
0.091 

0.085 
0.112 
0.088 
0.062 

0.125 

0.125 
0.085 
0.135 
0.085 
0.097 
0.097 
0.135 
0.097 
0.141 
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Figure 12. Axial swell height H as a function of time, in dimensionless form, in the presence of a more viscous and buoyant surface layer. (a) 
v,/v, = 2.3, A = 0.09; (b) v,/v, = 8, A = 0.22; (c) v,/v, = 2.6, A = 0.44 (and A = 0.69); (d) v,/v, = 40, A = 0.42. Values of the surface layer 
thickness L/D,  are shown on the profiles. A dimensionless time of zero is again the time at which the upper edge of the droplet would have 
reached the free surface if it had travelled at a constant velocity U,. 

contrast. This can be seen in plots of the axial height as a 
function of time (Fig. 12). With a small viscosity contrast 
vJv, = 2.3 and a small lithosphere buoyancy, A = 0.09 
(Fig. 12a), the behaviour is similar to that already described 
for the case of no lithosphere excepting that the maximum 
height attained is smaller, and decreases with increasing 
lithosphere thickness. Measurements of the depth of the 
droplet, although not precise when the droplet lies within 
the surface layer, indicate that the maximum rate of uplift 
occurs when the droplet is at the base of the surface layer. 
The maximum height is reached when the droplet lies 
somewhere within the surface layer (roughly, at mid-depth 
for the thickest lithosphere used). This maximum height 
occurs at a slightly later time for greater lithosphere 
thicknesses, a result which we attribute to a longer time 
required for the droplet to travel through the thicker 
lithosphere before coming within a certain distance of the 

surface. A slowing of the rise and collapse of the droplet 
beneath the surface in a lithosphere also explains why the 
final eruption instability occurs at a significantly later time 
(cf. Fig. 8). The axial height has by that time decayed to 
approximately one half its maximum value. 

Evolution of the axial height for an intermediate 
lithosphere viscosity and buoyancy (Fig. 12b) again shows 
the decrease in uplift rate and in H,,, with increasing 
lithosphere thickness. However, under these conditions we 
observe that the droplet collapses into a flat pancake at the 
base of the lithosphere instead of at the free surface and 
rises very slowly through the lithosphere in this flattened 
shape, as can be seen in the photographs on Fig. 13. The 
swell height remains almost invariant for a long period of 
time, from the time of impact of the droplet against the base 
of the surface layer to the time an even more extensive 
spreading begins beneath the free surface. The length of this 
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Fv 14. Radial profiles of (a) topographic height and (b) surface slope at various times during interaction of a diapir with a slightly more 
viscous and very buoyant surface layer. Each data point for h represents a dark fringe, and the slope is smoothed over groups of three fringes. 
The arrow on the radius axis shows the initial radius of the diapir. V J V ,  = 2.6, A = 0.69, L/D,  = 0.79. Note the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ regions 
separated by a minimum in surface slope, and decay of broader scales after an initial uplift. 

period of sustained topography is greater for larger values of 
LID,. All of the volume beneath the pancake as it rises 
through the surface layer contains ‘mantle’ fluid. 

The effects of lithosphere buoyancy are seen by 
comparing the results of Fig. 12(a) with those for larger 
values of A but similar viscosity contrasts (Fig. 12c): larger 
changes in droplet buoyancy as it meets the lithosphere do 
not cause a marked change in the time-scale for uplift, but 
do lead to smaller maximum swell heights and more 
complex behaviour at large times. For large values of A 
there are two maxima in swell height. The first maximum is 
attained near a dimensionless time equal to one, while the 
droplet is spreading horizontally at the base of the surface 
layer. There is then a period of subsidence, during which the 
droplet appears to be stationary at the interface. Uplift 
begins again as the droplet fluid pushes upward through the 
less dense and slightly more viscous lithosphere, contracting 
its horizontal dimension to again form a diapir. The second 
maximum swell height is reached when the droplet is 
immediately beneath the free surface, where it proceeds to 
spread horizontally. 

When the lithosphere is significantly less dense than the 
‘mantle’ (A=0.42) and also has a much greater viscosity 
(vJv, = 40) (Fig. 12d) there is no further reduction of the 
initial rate of surface uplift for the maximum height, and 
H,, is again attained near dimensionless times of 1-2. 
However, the greater viscosity does reduce the subsequent 
rate of rise of the droplet and the rate of surface subsidence 
after the interaction with the base of the surface layer. The 

double maximum is no longer seen, most probably because 
the time required for the droplet to push into the 
lithosphere is proportional to the lithosphere viscosity. With 
such a large viscosity the time spent within the lithosphere is 
much longer than the time of observation (which extended 
up to a dimensionless time equal to 30). 

The shape of the swell for lithospheres with the two 
smallest viscosity and density contrasts is not markedly 
different from that in the case of no lithosphere. However, 
the larger lithosphere buoyancies give rise to quite 
spectacular behaviour (Fig. 14) in which the dominant 
impression of the swell is in terms of two discrete length 
scales. The early uplift (for dimensionless times less than 
about -1.0) appears as one broad, smooth dome. As the 
droplet nears the base of the surface layer a central region 
grows more rapidly than the portions of the dome at larger 
radii, producing a minimum in the surface slope at a 
radius of order two sphere radii (see Fig. 14b). Only at large 
times, after the droplet has plied its way through the 
lithosphere and is approaching close to the surface, does the 
‘outer’ long wavelength swell decay. Only a more localized 
surface topography is left, supported by buoyant fluid 
immediately beneath the surface. The topography observed 
in the case of a much more viscous lithosphere layer (Fig. 
15) has much in common with that described above. There 
is again some evidence of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ swells, 
distinguished by the presence of two maxima in surface 
slope. However, in this case the inner region of the swell 
decays at large times while the broader components of the 

Fignre W. Interferograms and side-view photographs showing surface topography for an experiment with a viscous surface layer. Conditions 
are: Ap/p, = 0.0253, V, = 0.21 cm3, U, = 0.30 mm s-’, v,/v, = 8.1, A = 0.22, L = 4.2 mm, LID, = 0.57. In terms of the conventions for 
dimensionless time used in this paper, photographs were taken at times (a) -1.67, (b) 2.29 and (c) 39.4. The free surface and interface 
positions above the droplet are shown by the superimposed black lines. The spherical diapir collapses at the base of the surface layer and 
proceeds to rise to the surface at a greatly reduced velocity. Note the continued decrease in horizontal scale of the swell. (Small rings of fringes 
are imperfections on the holographic plate.) 
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Fm 15. Radial profiles of (a) topographic height and (b) surface slope in the presence of an extremely viscous surface layer (cf. Figs 5 and 
14). VJV, = 40, A = 0.42, L/Do = 0.42. Note the continuing uplift of broader scales thoughout the observation time. 

swell continue to grow in amplitude over the observation 
time. Further, the width of the 'inner' swell is wider than 
that formed for the small lithospheric viscosity contrast of 
Fig. 14. These differences result from the more effective 
arrest and greater horizontal spreading of the droplet in the 
vicinity of the 'mantle-lithosphere' interface when the 
lithosphere viscosity is large. Both the greater depth of 
support and the greater spreading of buoyancy contribute to 
the larger horizontal scale of the topography at large times. 

Plots showing the evolution of overall swell widths and 
droplet diameters for key cases (Fig. 16) reveal more of the 
dependence of swell profile oft lithosphere density and 
viscosity. This dependence is most obvious at times after the 
droplet has reached the base of the lithosphere (times 
greater than zero). Our intermediate viscosity and density 
contrasts (Fig. 16a) give minimum swell widths very similar 
to those found with no lithosphere, although the widths in 
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the presence of these lithospheres continue to decrease for 
longer times as a result of the smaller droplet velocity within 
the lithosphere. At later times these swells also increase in 
width more slowly. The time delays are further extended for 
large lithosphere buoyancies as the droplets first collapse at 
the interface and then reform into a diapir to rise through 
the surface layer. When the surface layer has also a large 
viscosity contrast with the mantle (Fig. 16b), the droplet 
continues to spread horizontally near the interface 
throughout the observation period. In this case the swell 
width, after passing through a minimum value only slightly 
larger than that for no lithosphere, tends to mirror this 
spreading in much the same manner as in experiments with 
no lithosphere. Broadening of the swell appears to be slower 
for thicker surface layers. 

All of our data for the maximum swell height H,,,., 
normalized by the droplet diameter Do and the density 
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\ 
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Figure 16. Evolution of surface swell width W (at which h = H / 3 )  (heavy solid lines), the diameter of the swell given by the position of 
maximum surface slope (broken lines), and the diapir's horizontal diameter D (light solid lines) for a number of experiments with an 
anomalous surface layer. (a) A,  vL/v,=8.1. A=0.22, L/Do=0.68; 0, vL/v,=2.6, A=0.69, L/Do=0.79; (b) 0, vL/v,=40, A=0.42, 
LID, = 0.42; H, vL/v, = 40, A = 0.42, L/D,  = 0.71. The heavy broken curve is the width at h = H / 3  obtained from (7) .  
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anomaly A p l p ,  between droplet and ‘mantle’, are shown in 
Fig. 17 as a function of the ratio of lithosphere thickness to 
diapir diameter. Only the first maximum is considered in 
those cases showing two uplift maxima. In order to remove 
the effects of surface tension a small correction, derived 
from the results on Fig. 10, is applied to the swell heights. 
Each series of experiments using a given surface layer fluid 
but varying lithosphere thickness shows a trend of 
decreasing swell height with increasing thickness LID,. 
Even though we have considered only cases with L I Do, 
the maximum height ranges over an order of magnitude. 
Each trend can be extrapolated to LID, = 0, where it gives 
a swell height consistent with the dimensionless value 0.27 
found from experiments with no surface layer. 

Comparison of experiments with LID, = 0.4 and similar 
surface layer viscosities ( vL /v ,  = 2.3 and 2.6), but three 
different lithosphere density contrasts ( p ,  - p L )  indicates 
that the differences between the results for the various 
surface layer fluids can be attributed largely to the differing 
lithosphere buoyancies: the dimensionless height in these 
three experiments is directly proportional to A, giving 
pmH,,,,lApDo=0.25(1 - A). Dividing both sides of this 
expression by 1 - A yields the simple result p,H,,,/(Ap - 
6p)Do=0.25. All of our values of H,,,,/D, normalized by 
the density anomaly A p  - 6 p  between droplet and surface 
layer are therefore presented in Fig. 18, where it can be 
seen that all of the systematic dependence of the data on 
parameters other than D,lL is removed, although some 
non-systematic scatter remains. In particular, despite the 
broad range of flow behaviour described above, there is no 
significant dependence of maximum swell height on the 
viscosity contrast between ‘mantle’ and ‘lithosphere’. This 
result is expected if the flow is close to a state of isostatic 
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Figure 17. The maximum swell height attained in each experiment 
as a function of the ratio of surface layer thickness to droplet 
diameter. Height is normalized by droplet diameter and the 
fractional density difference between ‘mantle’ and droplet. 0, 
VL/Vm=2.3, 1~0.09; 0, VJV,=8.1, 1 ~ 0 . 2 2 ;  A, vJvm=2.6,  
a=0.69; A, V J V , = ~ . ~ ,  a = o . q  m, VL/v,=4o, ~ = 0 . 4 2 .  
Straight lines are fitted to data shown by 0 and 0, but these are 
expected to curve and asymptote towards H,,, = 0 for LID, >> 1. 
The point at LID, = 0 is the mean value obtained from experiments 
with no surface layer. 
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Figure 18. The data of Fig. 17 renormalized using pL-pD= 
Ap - 6p in place of Ap = p, - pD. Data from Olson & Nam (1986) 
(for which L is the integral scale of a rheological boundary layer) 
are also shown (+). Data from the present study are most simply 
fitted by the two straight lines shown. The curve, included for 
comparison, is the axial height predicted by (8) when the upper 
edge of an undeformed sphere reaches the depth of the viscosity 
interface. This curve is expected to be valid for Do 5 L. 

balance. For thin surface layers (LID, < 0.5) the new 
dimensionless maximum height is also independent of the 
surface layer thickness and is equal to 0.27f0 .02  
(horizontal line in Fig. 18). Thus the effect of the thin, less 
dense and more viscous surface layer is simply to reduce the 
buoyancy force (between droplet and lithosphere) causing 
displacements of the surface. For thick lithospheres 
(LIDo > 0.5) the dimensionless height is smaller and a 
function of LID,. At least some of the reduction in swell 
height with increasing surface layer thickness is likely to be a 
result of the greater depth of the droplet (which is generally 
near the viscosity interface) at the time of the first maximum 
in surface uplift. This can be seen by comparison of the data 
on Fig. 18 with the axial uplift (8) predicted for the case of a 
rising, non-deforming sphere in the absence of a 
lithosphere: the measured swell heights and their trend for 
L = D o  are consistent with those produced by a buoyant 
sphere arriving at the base of the surface layer. On the basis 
of (8) we suggest that for lithospheres even thicker than 
those used here, the swell height will decrease as (LIDo)-*. 

The results of Olson & Nam (1986) also are indicated in 
Fig. 18. These reveal a decrease in swell height with 
increasing lithosphere thickness much slower [ -( L/D0)-ln] 
than do the present data. These authors employed a 
cooled upper boundary layer as a model of the Earth’s 
lithosphere. Diapirs in that case experienced a steadily 
increasing viscosity as they penetrated the rheological profile 
of the boundary layer and the results, which are discussed in 
terms of the integral depth scale for the boundary layer, 
need not show a simple relationship to the present results, 
which are presented in terms of the thickness of our discrete 
surface layer. 

The maximum rate of uplift can be treated in a manner 
similar to that presented above for Hmm. When normalized 
by the density anomaly between lithosphere and droplet the 
rate of uplift also is independent of lithosphere viscosity 
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Figure 19. The maximum rate of surface uplift as a function of 
surface layer thickness. Surface velocity is normalized by the density 
difference between the surface layer and droplet. Symbols are as in 
Fig. 17. 

(Fig. 19). For L/D,<O.S this dimensionless rate of uplift, 
like H,,,,,, tends to approach that found with no surface 
layer. For smaller LID,, the rate of uplift decreases 
markedly with increasing lithosphere thickness but remains 
insensitive to the viscosity contrast. 

7 EXPERIMENTS WITH CONSECUTIVE 
DIAPIRS 

If the concept of discrete diapirs is of relevance to mantle 
hotspots beyond the initial interaction of a starting plume 
with the surface, the uplift produced by sequential arrival of 
two or more diapirs, perhaps following the same path 
through the mantle, is also of some interest. It may, for 
example, be of relevance to those hotspots which appear to 
be nearly stationary relative to the lithosphere. Two 
experiments were carried out in order to determine the 
relationship between surface uplift due to a single diapir and 
that due to the arrival of a second diapir some time after the 
first. In each experiment the two droplets had identical 
diameters Do and, therefore, the same dimensionless time 
scale applies to both: while far from the surface each droplet 
rises through one diameter in one unit of dimensionless 
time. Injections were timed such that the surface swell due 
to the first droplet would attain its maximum height before 
measurable uplift occurred due to the second. In both 
experiments the diapir diameter was a little larger than the 
surface layer thickness: LID, = 0.85. 

Evolution of the axial height of the swell (Fig. 20) shows 
the same initial uplift as detected in experiments with a 
single droplet, followed by subsidence. A second period of 
rapid uplift occurred when the second droplet came within 
one diameter of the free surface. In one experiment (with a 
not very large lithosphere viscosity but large lithosphere 
density contrast) the maximum rate of uplift during this 
second interaction was approximately twice that during the 
first. The additional uplift after arrival of the second droplet 
was close to twice the original uplift, giving a net axial 
height three times greater than that due to the first droplet. 
The final subsidence too was much more rapid than that 
after a single droplet (cf. Fig. 12c). In this experiment the 
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F3gure 20. Evolution of axial swell height with time in experiments 
with two consecutive diapirs. (a) VJV, = 2.6, A = 0.69, D,/L = 1.2; 
(b) vL/v,=40, L=O.42, D,JL= 1.2. Zero on the time axis is the 
time at which the first diapir would reach the surface if it continued 
its rise at a constant speed. The arrows show the time at which the 
second droplet (which has the same speed as the first) would reach 
the surface. 

second droplet would have arrived at a time when the first 
had pushed up through the surface layer and a short time 
before the first droplet alone would have caused a period of 
renewed uplift as it collapsed beneath the free surface. Thus 
the second droplet enhanced the interaction of the first with 
the free surface, giving rise to the large uplift observed. The 
rate of subsidence slowed markedly once the axial 
topographic height had reduced significantly and the two 
droplets had merged together. 

In the other experiment we used a much more viscous 
surface layer and droplets were spaced farther apart, 
allowing greater subsidence before the second droplet 
arrived at the surface. Given the large surface layer 
viscosity, the first droplet was not expected to penetrate into 
the surface layer. By the time of arrival of the second 
droplet in this case the first had collapsed into a very thin 
pancake at the base of the surface layer. The arrival and 
collapse of the second droplet at the base of the lithosphere 
generated a rate of uplift and an additional increase in swell 
height similar to those produced by the first droplet. Hence, 
the total uplift was significantly greater than that expected 
had the anomalous mass contained in the two droplets 
arrived near the surface in a single diapir having twice the 
volume. The final subsidence again was more rapid than that 
after arrival of the first droplet (15 per cent and 32 per cent, 
respectively, of the maximum rate of uplift), presumably 
because the thin pancake formed by the first droplet acted 
as a low viscosity conduit, assisting horizontal spreading of 
the second. 

8 IMPLICATIONS FOR MANTLE 
HOTSPOTS 

The experimental results may be applicable to the case of a 
new mantle plume rising and initiating a new hotspot. The 
initiation of plumes is expected to involve the rise of a single 
large thermally buoyant diapir. This thermal might be fed by 
a continuous supply of buoyancy through a relatively narrow 
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feeder conduit from a source region (Olson & Singer 1985). 
Although such a continuous supply will slowly increase the 
volume and net buoyancy in the diapir, it will not 
significantly modify the relatively rapid collapse of the diapir 
against the surface. Furthermore, if there is relative motion 
of the source and lithosphere, the conduit will not continue 
to supply buoyancy to the large diapir once the latter has 
been carried away by the lithosphere. It is also possible that 
the buoyancy flux from the source effectively ceases long 
before the cap of the plume reaches the surface, leaving a 
simple thermal (Griffiths 1986a, b). Such disconnected 
thermals might be generated in the present mantle, but are 
perhaps more probable in the Archean mantle if the 
Rayleigh number for mantle convection was larger at that 
time. Hence the initial approach of a new plume to the 
surface will be closely modelled by the experiments. 

In the longer term, any continuous plume flow in the 
presence of large-scale convection will proceed to generate 
an elongate, linear swell in the lithosphere; a hotspot track 
which begins at the site where the large diapir surfaced. 
However, it has also been suggested that the inclination of 
plumes caused by the relative motion of plume source and 
lithosphere leads to a diapiric instability (Skilbeck & 
Whitehead 1978; Whitehead & Luther 1975; Olson & Singer 
1985). An unstable plume will give rise to a sequence of 
discrete diapirs, with each subsequent diapir displaced in the 
horizontal (relative to the lithospheric plate) along the line 
of the hotspot track. All laboratory observations of such an 
instability (notably Whitehead 1982; Olson & Singer 1985) 
reveal that the centres of neighbouring diapirs have 
horizontal separations of at least several diapir diameters. In 
this case, our laboratory model will again be valid, at least 
up to large times at which neighbouring collapsed diapirs 
and their subsiding swells may begin to interact. It is 
important to note that it is probable that only weak mantle 
plumes, carrying buoyancy fluxes smaller than that inferred 
for the Hawaiian plume, are unstable as a result of tilting in 
the large-scale circulation. Richards & Griffiths (1988) show 
that the strongest plumes may be only slightly deflected and 
stable. In this case there will be no axisymmetry in the 
surface topography or in the horizontal spreading of the 
plume material, and the continuous upwelling of buoyancy 
in the plume implies that the volume of plume material 
emplaced per unit length along the hotspot track, and hence 
the width of the swell, bear little relationship to the 
diameter of the plume. On the other hand, Richards & 
Griffiths (1988) demonstrate that the slightly tilted plume 
conduit must push its way upward through the mantle 
according to a modified Stokes velocity law, which is based 
on the plume diameter. Hence the interaction of a steady 
plume with the moving lithosphere will have some 
qualitative features in common with the rise of a single 
diapir. The diapirs originating from weaker, unstable 
plumes are more directly modelled by our experiments. 

We have obtained semi-empirical relationships between 
the characteristics of a diapir and those of the resulting 
surface topography. However, there are few data regarding 
the size, morphology and flux of mantle plumes that are not 
derived from measurements of surface topography. It is 
therefore most instructive to invert the procedure and to 
calculate the parameters of hypothetical diapirs which might 
be responsible for observed hotspot swells. Olson & Nam 

(1986) have applied such an inverse calculation to the 
leading edge of the Hawaiian swell in order to investigate 
the consequences of an assumption that the leading edge is 
generated by a single diapir. They conclude that the results 
are physically plausible and that, in particular, a diapir 
420 km in diameter can give rise to an uplift time in good 
agreement with that previously inferred from the distribu- 
tion of seafloor depth ahead of Hawaii and the speed of 
plate motion (Crough 1978, 1983). Our results for this 
example are similar, but our calculation follows a different 
route and is based on additional aspects of the relationship 
between diapir and topography. We do, however, reach a 
different conclusion as to the relevance of the model. The 
model will be discussed briefly here for the cases of ‘strong’ 
and ‘weak’ oceanic hotspots, and these applications also 
provide a useful illustration of the nature of the calculation 
required for the case of a large starting plume. 

The most direct estimate of the sue Do of a mantle diapir 
required to generate the leading edge of a swell is derived 
from the swell width W. For the Hawaiian swell 
W = 600-700 km (at h/H,,, = 4; Crough 1978), whence 
Do= W/1.4 = 430-500 km. Since this diameter is much 
greater than the lithosphere thickness, the lithosphere will 
not alter the seafloor swell. The maximum swell height 
should occur when the upper edge of the diapir is at a depth 
d=(0.15f0.05)D0 or at the base of a much ‘stiffer’ 
lithosphere, whichever is the greater. The former places the 
centroid of the buoyant fluid within the lower half of the 
lithosphere, a result consistent with compensation depths of 
40-60 km predicted from geoid height anomalies (Crough 
1978; Haxby & Turcotte 1978). On the other hand, the 
experiments suggest that the rise of plume material into the 
lower lithosphere requires an unexpectedly low viscosity at 
that depth. 

The density anomaly driving diapir motion can be found 
from (5) and the measured swell height. Allowing for the 
density pw of the overlying sea-water 

Taking H,, = 1500 m, pm = 3.2 g cmV3, pw = 1.0 g cmP3, 
Do = 450 km and C, = 0.27, we find Ap/p, = 8.5 x 
a density anomaly which can be attributed to a tem- 
perature anomaly of approximately 250 “C. The velocity 
of rise for the hypothetical diapir is obtained from (6), the 
estimated diameter and a mean uplift rate of the leading 
edge of the swell. The previously inferred minimum value 
for the latter is 200mMyr-’ and implies a diapir speed 
V,,- 11 cm yr-’. If diapirs rise at a speed given by Stokes 
law (l), then the above parameters imply a minimum upper 
mantle viscosity of 3 x lo” m2 s-’, a value which lies within 
the present bounds of uncertainty. The corresponding 
time-scale for evolution of the swell is Do/Uo=4.1 Myr. 
Hence the laboratory observations of temporal evolution 
indicate that 80 per cent of the initial surface uplift of the 
Hawaiian swell should occur within 8Myr. Later, 
subsidence due to axisymmetric spreading of diapir material 
would reduce the axial height by approximately 60 m Myr-’ 
for a period of 10-20Myr. The actual subsidence (relative 
to the surrounding seafloor) with increasing age along the 
Hawaiian chain has been at less than half this rate 
(-25 m Myr-’). The measured subsidence previously has 
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been attributed to conductive cooling (Detrick & Crough 
1978; Crough 1978). However, the large rates of subsidence 
observed in our experiments indicate instead that any 
explanation of subsidence of hotspot swells needs to 
examine the effects of continuing viscous spreading of the 
anomalous mantle material, a mechanism which may 
dominate over effects of cooling during at least the first 
10-20 Myr after the maximum uplift is reached. Subsidence 
of the Hawaiian swell at a rate smaller than predicted from 
the experiments can be attributed to slower horizontal 
spreading of the upwelled material due to the nearly linear 
(rather than axisymmetric) shape of the swell. 

Many oceanic hotspots appear to be somewhat smaller in 
amplitude than Hawaii. Pitcairn and Ascension, for 
example, have elevations of 200-400 m (Morgan 1972; 
Crough 1978) and there appears to be no swell at all around 
the Tasman seamounts. In order to illustrate the sensitivity 
of swell height and width to diapir size we consider a 
relatively small but hot mantle thermal having Do = 100 km 
and Aplp, = 0.01. In this case the size of the swell will be 
influenced by the lithosphere. Taking LID, = 1, the 
minimum swell width predicted is 130 km, the maximum 
height is only 100 m (300 m in the absence of a lithosphere) 
and the maximum rate of uplift is of order 2 m Myr-’. This 
uplift velocity is 100 times smaller than the maximum uplift 
velocity inferred for Hawaii, and uplift requires a time 
longer than 100 Myr. Hence, this relatively ‘small’ thermal 
is unlikely to generate a clearly defined swell. If volcanism 
ensues and a seamount is formed, the topography of the 
seamount would cover and completely obliterate the swell. 
This may well occur in some seamount chains, such as the 
Tasman guyots which, we suggest, might be generated by a 
relatively weak and diapirically unstable mantle plume. 
Note that a decrease of plume buoyancy flux by just a factor 
of 10 from that responsible for production of the Hawaiian 
chain can be sufficient to place swell height below 
measurement uncertainties. 

It is important to note that the above diapir model is not a 
unique solution and that we do not suggest that diapirs of 
order 500 km in daimeter have risen beneath the Hawaiian 
chain. There is no seismic evidence for such large diapirs, 
and it is unlikely that they can be produced by instability of 
sheared plumes given that the diameter is comparable to, 
and possibly larger than, the depth interval over which a 
plume will be tilted sufficiently so as to be unstable 
(Richards & Griffiths 1988). At the same time, the smaller 
diapirs likely to be produced by instability of tilted plumes 
will be separated in the horizontal (relative to the moving 
lithosphere) by, at the very least, a diapir diameter. Hence, 
they cannot lead to either the rate of uplift or large widths 
of the largest linear swells, such as those surrounding 
Hawaii, Tristan da Cunha and the Society Islands. Instead, 
these sequences of diapirs will generate less conspicuous 
seamount chains. The most prominent hotspots are more 
easily attributed to continuous flow in mantle plumes. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

The technique of holographic reflection interferometry was 
successfully applied to measure the height and shape of 
surface topography produced by buoyant droplets of liquid 
rising to the free surface of a very viscous fluid. Careful 
correlation of the surface uplift with droplet depth and 

deformation shows that deformation from the droplet’s 
initial spherical shape begins to significantly affect the uplift 
when the droplet is approximately one radius from the 
surface. Before this the swell height and width are well 
described by applying Morgan’s (1965) analysis using the 
image method. The swell decreases in width and grows 
higher as the droplet moves closer to the surface. After the 
sphere has deformed, the width of the swell closely mirrors 
the width of the droplet as it spreads beneath the surface. In 
the absence of a more viscous surface layer, uplift is most 
rapid when the droplet lies 0.5-0.2 diameters beneath the 
surface, passes through a maximum when the droplet is at a 
depth of 0.2-0.1 diameters, and then subsides at a rate 
determined by the slow horizontal spreading beneath the 
surface. The rate of subsidence is approximately 30 per cent 
of the maximum rate of uplift. If a much more viscous 
surface layer exists, horizontal spreading of the diapir and 
maximum surface uplift can occur when the diapir reaches 
the base of the surface layer. We observed an interesting 
instability which terminated the slow evolution of the flow 
and caused the low viscosity liquid from the droplet to 
suddently erupt on to the free surface of the ambient fluid. 
This appears to be a gravitational instability of the thin film 
of ambient fluid which is slow to drain from above the less 
dense droplet. 

The laboratory results may be useful in estimating 
parameters for large spherical diapirs that are expected to 
rise at the head of newly initiated mantle plumes. The 
interaction of these diapirs with the surface are a likely 
cause of dramatic volcanic events such as those which gave 
rise to the Deccan of India and the Kambalda greenstone 
belts of Western Australia. Our diapir model is unlikely to 
be of quantitative relevance to the broad seafloor swells 
surrounding many of the most prominent oceanic island 
chains. The results indicate that the discrete diapirs required 
to generate the Hawaiian swell would be too large to be 
formed by instability of a plume tilted over in a large-scale 
mantle shear flow. There is also no independent evidence 
for the enormous diapirs. The Hawaiian hotspot is more 
likely to be the result of a plume flow which is continuous up 
to the base of the lithosphere. This same conclusion was 
reached in a study of the effects of plume buoyancy flux and 
mantle shear stress on the extent of plume tilting and 
instability (Richards & Griffiths 1988). On the other hand, 
that study showed that plumes carrying relatively small 
buoyancy fluxes will be unstable, and the present diapir 
model is useful in predicting the surface expression. 
Topography generated by diapirs from weak plumes will not 
be affected by the magnitude of the viscosity contrast 
between lithosphere and mantle but will be strongly 
suppressed by the thickness of the lithosphere, and in some 
cases the swell will be too small to detect. 
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